Measuring the properties of the white matter pathways from retina to cortex in the living human brain will have many uses 
Introduction

37
In the early 19th century Louis-Pierre Gratiolet used The OR remains an important subject matter for neuro- We also collected high-resolution T1-weighted anatom-138 ical images for each subject using an 8-minute sagittal With these landmarks, we used a rigid-body transform 144 to convert the T1-weighted images to the conventional 145 AC-PC aligned space.
147
Data preprocessing 148 Eddy current distortions and subject motion in the 149 diffusion-weighted images were removed by a 14-parameter Figure 1 . The optic radiation exposed (virtual hospital). A brain, viewed from below, is prepared using Klingler's fiber dissection technique. Meyer's loop, the anterior extension into the temporal lobe, is indicated by the arrows.
150 constrained non-linear co-registration based on the expected 151 pattern of eddy-current distortions given the phase-encode 152 direction of the acquired data (Rohde, Barnett, Basser, 153 Marenco, & Pierpaoli, 2004 ).
154
Each diffusion-weighted image was registered to the 155 mean of the (motion-corrected) non-diffusion-weighted 156 (b = 0) images using a two-stage coarse-to-fine approach 157 that maximized the normalized mutual information. The 158 mean of the non-diffusion-weighted images was automati-159 cally aligned to the T1 image using a rigid body mutual 160 information algorithm. All raw images from the diffusion 161 sequence were resampled to 2-mm isotropic voxels by 162 combining the motion correction, eddy-current correction, 163 and anatomical alignment transforms into one omnibus 164 transform and resampling the data using a 7th-order 165 b-spline algorithm based on code from SPM5 (Friston 166 & Ashburner, 2004).
167
An eddy-current intensity correction (Rohde et 
175
The rotation component of the omnibus coordinate 176 transform was applied to the diffusion-weighting gradient 177 directions to preserve their orientation with respect to the 178 resampled diffusion images. The tensors were then fit 179 using a least-squares algorithm. We confirmed that the 180 DTI and T1 images were aligned to within a few 181 millimeters near the optic radiation. This confirmation 182 was done by manual inspection by one of the authors 183 (RFD). In regions prone to susceptibility artifacts, such as 184 orbito-frontal and inferior temporal regions, the mis-185 alignment was somewhat larger due to uncorrected EPI 186 distortions. pathways that are not within the OR (Powell et al., 2005) .
225
The independent assignment of validity scores to every (Table 1 ). Cross hairs: 1 Â 1 cm (Subject S1).
230
The ConTrack DTI-FT method is comprised of the 231 following three stages: ROI specification, pathway sam-232 pling, and pathway scoring and selection. ConTrack's pathway sampling algorithm uses both ROIs 256 as boundaries defining potential starting points and 257 retained only pathways that satisfied the following criteria: 258 pathway length was G300 mm, pathway bending angle for 259 a single step could not exceed 130-, pathways could not 260 step through manually defined regions of gray matter, and 261 pathways had an endpoint within both ROIs. The algo-262 rithm was run to collect 100,000 pathway samples between 263 the two ROIs and the pathway step size was set to 1 mm. 264 This required between 50 and 120 minutes of execution was first set as the highest score of any pathway. Then, Q t 302 was lowered until three distinct bundles of the OR were In order to compare the OR estimated by ConTrack 316 with the results from dissection studies, we identified the 317 following anatomical landmarks: anterior tip of the 318 temporal pole (TP), anterior tip of Meyer's loop (MLa), 319 anterior tip of the temporal horn (TH), and the posterior 320 tip of the occipital pole (OP) (Figure 3 ). The TP, TH, and 321 OP positions were all identified in each hemisphere using 322 the non-diffusion-weighted image from the diffusion 323 imaging sequence (see above). The position of MLa was 324 determined as the furthest anterior position of pathways 325 identified as Meyer's loop. The OR pathway estimates 326 were manually separated into three distinct bundles. The 327 Meyer's loop was determined to be any pathway that 328 projected in an orientation inferior and anterior from the LGN. The central bundle was determined by selecting any 330 pathway that extended in a lateral direction from the LGN.
331
The direct bundle was defined as any remaining pathway 332 that was neither the Meyer's loop nor the central bundle.
333
The ConTrack software and documentation is available 343 the Meyer's loop was found to be an average distance of 344 28 mm from the temporal pole, in agreement with the 345 dissection results of Ebeling and Reulen (1988). Further-346 more, the measurements of the distance between the 347 anterior location of the Meyer's loop and the occipital 348 pole as well as the location of this point of the OR with 349 respect to the tip of the temporal horn agree quite well 350 with the dissection results (see Discussion).
351
To verify that our measurements were robust to outliers, 352 we also measured the most anterior position after exclud-353 ing the 5% of fibers in Meyer's loop closest to the 354 temporal pole. The average position of this measurement 355 differed from the reported position by only 2 mm.
356
In addition to the distance measurements of the 357 position of the OR with respect to anatomical landmarks, 358 we also examined the course of the OR along a sequence 359 of coronal sections. In Figure 5, 
Discussion
408
A series of neurological reports discuss the disruption of 409 the visual field following resection of the anterior temporal 410 lobe. Hughes et al. (1999) observed that nearly every 411 patient they measured showed a visual field loss when 412 measured using automated static perimetry (Humphrey 413 visual fields). They note that these patients were not aware 414 of this loss; it was only revealed by formal testing. 415 Roughly half of the patients lost visual field sensitivity 416 within 9 deg of the fovea, and a quarter of the patients lost 417 visual field within 3 deg of the fovea. MLa-TH (position) 5 T 3.2 3 T 2.6 j4 T 0.2 j15 T 4 t2.6 j5 to 10 j1 to 8 j4.3 to j3.7 j21 to j8 t2.7 t2.8 t2.10 Table 2 534 the gold standard identified in dissection studies (Ebeling 535 & Reulen, 1988).
536
The ConTrack method improves the estimation preci-537 sion for the optic radiation considerably. Specifically, 538 ConTrack estimates reduce the error from a centimeter or 539 more in STT methods to within the error rate of the 540 dissection method (millimeters). This increased precision 541 should provide us with better guidance during surgical 542 procedures, and it should also enable visual neuroscient-543 ists to measure the position and properties of the optic 544 radiation accurately. 
